I wanted to write as part of an agreement I had with our glorious God Andras, as part of a promise to thank him for his help and extremely important assistance. Be the case I always pay and do what is demanded of me in full, but time had to pass to verify that Andras carried out the task, which he did, I feel indebted and wanted to return the favor by giving him the spotlight and inspiring his followers or people interested in him. I want to write that this is a wonderful God, serious, reliable, and those who have him as a Guardian Demon should be proud, as he is simply great.

Without being able to go into many details [I wish I could go into some, but this is a public forum], Andras is astounding in that so long one follows his own end, he will follow his own, and in this particular case, right in time. He is extremely powerful, wise, and straight to the point. Andras deals swiftly and the precision of a marksman. What he did was also indirectly related to the whole group as well.

Our Gods and our God Satan are wonderful, and those who do not take this seriously and/or do not try to do better and better in staying at their side, are really losing out.
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